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1 IntroductionThe past two decades have seen an explosion in the development of computationally intensive sta-tistical techniques, particularly Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. These techniquesare being applied to problems in �elds ranging from neural networks in speech recognition, tovariance components in animal breeding, to hierarchical models in cancer studies. In particular,MCMC techniques are well-suited for Bayesian posterior distribution exploration when the pos-terior of interest contains an analytically intractable integral. These methods enable the user togenerate a Markov chain which converges in distribution to the posterior; a large enough sample canthen be used to estimate any characteristic of the posterior to any degree of precision. This paperfocuses on the summarization of MCMC-generated posteriors through quantile or interval estima-tion. Summarization is used to facilitate comparisons of posteriors, for example across hyper-priorvalues.The methodology is developed here under the general framework of a three-level hierarchical model:X1; X2; : : : ; Xn � fXj�(xj�) Xi 2 X� � ��j�(�j�) �i 2 � (1)� � ��j (�j ) � 2 �;  2 	;where � denotes a density or mass function, and � denotes a distribution function. We assume that is known and that � and � are restricted to scalar values. Extensions to vector-valued parametersand to more complex hierarchical structures will be easy for certain of the interval estimators underconsideration, but much more di�cult for others.As an example of the application of model (1), consider the study of Schukken, et al. (1991), whoreport counts of the number of cases of clinical mastitis in 127 dairy cattle herds (adjusted for size)2



over a one year period (see Figure 1). They begin with a Poisson model for independent countdata, and assume X1; X2; : : : ; X127 iid� Poisson(�) where �̂ = �X = P127i=1Xi=125 = 9:386. Our goalis to obtain an interval estimate for �, which represents the mean number of clinical mastitis cases.As shown in Schukken, et al. (1991), and as is clear by examining Figure 1, the Poisson model isinadequate to describe this data. Any interval for � which we might construct from this model couldbe inaccurate and/or of the wrong precision. In addition, the Poisson model assumes both inde-pendence of herds from each other, and independence of cows within each herd. Data from animalswithin groups such as herds or litters often do not satisfy this assumption of independence, so samplevariances of parameters estimated using this data are often larger than the model would stipulate.It is then said that there is \overdispersion" in the data. In order to account for this, Schukken,et al. (1991) next tried a negative binomial model: X1; X2; : : : ; X127 iid� negative binomial(�; k),where �̂ = �X and k̂ = �X2=(s2� �X) = 1:361 by the method of moments. (Here we use the negativebinomial formulation P (X = x) = �k+x�1x �[�=(k+ �)]x[k=(k+ �)]k so that E[Xi] = �.) This modelwith small k is known to be a good approximation to a Poisson model with overdispersion (see,e.g., McCullagh and Nelder, 1989), and is a special case of (1), namely,X1; X2; : : : ; X127 iid� Poisson(�)� � Gamma(�; �) (2)� � InvertedGamma(�; �):with a known value for �.Much of the MCMC research published to date, starting from Gelfand and Smith (1990), focuses onposterior density estimation, not posterior density summarization or interval estimation. MCMC-related posterior summarization is found in Wei and Tanner (1990), where the MCMC calculation ofhighest posterior density (HPD) regions and credible intervals for the two-parameter Gibbs sampler3



is introduced. Alternatively, DiCiccio and Martin (1991) present analytic approximations to tailareas, which can be applied to a Bayesian hierarchical model, but which can also be computationallycumbersome (see Strawderman, 1997). Severini (1993) discusses Bayesian intervals which are alsocon�dence intervals in the frequentist sense. Nicolaou (1993) addresses the same topic, wherepriors are chosen speci�cally to yield Bayesian intervals with good frequentist performance, andestimation is done in the presense of nuisance parameters. Chen and Shao (1998) return to HPDregions and derive a simpler HPD region algorithm than that in Wei and Tanner (1990). Chen andShao's algorithm is likewise for a scalar parameter of interest, but is based on �nding all possible100(1� �)% credible intervals from an MCMC-generated sample of parameter values. They proveconvergence results for unimodal posteriors and conjecture an extension to multi-modal posteriors.Unrelated (but immediately applicable) to MCMC methods, and two decades prior, Babu andSingh (1968) proved a Central Limit Theorem (CLT) for quantiles calculated from a sequence ofrandom variables with certain mixing properties. Sen (1972) considered the same problem for astationary sequence of �-mixing random variables, and also presents CLTs.This paper addresses the problem of calculating an overall Bayesian credible region by combiningcalculations across iterations of an MCMC algorithm. For the hierarchy (1), where the densitiesmay be known only up to normalizing constants, we derive a weighted-average interval estimator,and compare it to three obvious alternatves. One is a simple average, while the other two aremore typically used Markov chain interval estimators, based on order statistics and density esti-mation. In the next section we derive the weighted-average estimator, and subsequently introducethe other three interval estimators. Section 3 looks at the asymptotic properties of the intervalestimators while Section 4 revisits the mastitis example and examines the numerical properties ofthe estimators. We include a short concluding section and an appendix with some technical details.4



2 Estimating Interval EndpointsWe concentrate on constructing an equal-tailed interval for �; we could equivalently consider aninterval for �. Alternatively, unequal-tailed intervals can be used if desired, but we prefer equal-tailed intervals as they are often easier to construct, and through their location and length can givea rough indication of the shape (e.g., degree of asymmetry) of the density from which they came.Without losing generality, we consider again the model (1) and, for a speci�ed value of , de�nethe interval (A;B) for � byZ A�1 ��jx(�jx) d� = 2 and Z 1B ��jx(�jx) d� = 2 (3)where ��jx(�jx) = R [fXj�(xj�) � ��j�(�j�) � ��(�)] d�=mX(x) and mX(x) represents the marginaldistribution of the data. We also make the usual assumption that the data are conditionally inde-pendent of the prior parameter �. Since we assume ��jx(�jx) is known only up to a normalizingconstant, we cannot solve for (A;B) or sample from ��jx(�jx) directly. MCMC simulation tech-niques allow us to bypass these di�culties. In the remainder of this paper, we will couch our resultsin terms of one such technique, the Gibbs sampler.Gibbs sampling is an iterative MCMC statistical simulation technique based primarily on work byGeman and Geman (1984), Tanner and Wong (1987), and Gelfand and Smith (1990). The inputinto a Gibbs sampler is the hierarchical model's full conditional speci�cation: here, ��j�;x(�j�;x)and ��j�;x(�j�;x). The algorithm for this two parameter set-up, sometimes called (chained) dataaugmentation, procedes as follows:0. Choose an arbitrary starting value �0 2 �.1. For i = 1; : : : ; t, generate: �i from ��j�;x(�j�i�1;x)�i from ��j�;x(�j�i;x):5



Under minor regularity conditions described in Tanner and Wong (1987) among many others, thevalues of �i and of �i over the iterations form two Markov chains, �1; �2; : : : ; �t and �1; �2; : : : ; �t,with transition kernels K1(�; �0) = R ��j�;x(�j�;x)��j�;x(�j�0;x) d� and K2(�; �0) = R ��j�;x(�j�;x)��j�;x(�j�0;x) d�. This gives us the following asymptotic results:�t D�! � � ��jx(�jx) and �t D�! � � ��jx(�jx) as t!1; (4)independent of the starting value �0. From the Ergodic Theorem we also know that:1t tXi=1 ��j�;x(�j�i;x) = �̂�jx(�jx) a:s:�! ��jx(�jx) (5)1t tXi=1��j�;x(�j�i;x) = �̂�jx(�jx)a:s:�! ��jx(�jx);as t ! 1, with no additional regularity conditions required. Similar statements can be made forthe posterior density and distribution of � (Tierney, 1994). The Gibbs sampler thus provides uswith a sample from both ��jx(�jx) and ��jx(�jx), and with a way to estimate ��jx(�jx) to a highdegree of precision as well. We will utilize all of these in constructing our interval estimators.2.1 A Weighted Average ConstructionWe assume that the Gibbs sampler has been initiated using the algorithm described previously andthat stationarity has been reached, i.e., the convergence shown in (4) and (5) has been attained.Thus, i = 1 denotes the �rst iteration after convergence, and we run the sampler for t additionaliterations. We will take advantage of the algorithmic structure of the Gibbs sampler by using theconditional densities at each iteration. In light of (4) and (5) above, it seems reasonable to calculatethe quantities ai and bi corresponding to (3) at each iteration:Z ai�1 ��j�;x(�j�i;x) d� = 2 and Z 1bi ��j�;x(�j�i;x) d� = 2 ; (6)for i = 1; 2; : : : ; t. Calculation of ai and bi is often easy, especially so if conjugate priors are used6



in the hierarchical structure of the model. In addition, explicit use of the conditional distribution��j�;x(�j�i;x) may give us good information about behavior of the posterior in the tails.Iterated over the t steps of the algorithm, (6) then gives us the sequence of endpoint pairs(a1; b1); (a2; b2); : : : ; (at; bt). Any one of these pairs by itself will be a poor estimator of (A;B),because ��j�;x(�j�i;x) could be very far from ��jx(�jx). It may be, though, that some combinationof the endpoint pairs across iterations (e.g., mimicking (5)) will produce a better estimator.Concentrating on the lower endpoint, the di�erence between the desired value A of (3) and any ofthe ai can be measured through ��j�;x(Aj�i;x)���j�;x(aij�i;x). A Taylor series expansion yields��j�;x(Aj�i;x) = ��j�;x(aij�i;x) + (A� ai)�0�j�;x(aij�i;x) +Ri(A)= =2+ (A� ai) ��j�;x(aij�i;x) +Ri(A); (7)where by construction, ��j�;x(aij�i;x) = =2 (the desired value), and the remainder is Ri(A) =12(A� ai)2�00�j�;x(zij�i;x) for some zi 2 (A; ai). Summing over the MCMC iterations yields1t tXi=1��j�;x(Aj�i;x) = 1t tXi=1��j�;x(aij�i;x) + 1t tXi=1(A� ai) ��j�;x(aij�i;x) + 1t tXi=1Ri(A): (8)Eberly (1997) shows that the left hand side 1t Pti=1��j�;x(Aj�i;x) converges almost surely to =2,and we can zero out the second term by setting A = �aw where�aw = P ai ��j�;x(aij�i;x)P ��j�;x(aij�i;x) : (9)Under fairly restrictive regularity conditions (see Section 3) the remainder term in (8) can go tozero. However, as we will see in Section 4, under less restrictive conditions, the remainder willrepresent merely a small bias in the estimate. A similar procedure can be followed to derive �bw.7



2.2 Alternative ConstructionsTraditionally, interval estimates have been obtained from Gibbs samplers in one of two other ways.At the end of the t iterations, we have two samples at our disposal: �1; �2; : : : ; �t � ��jx(�jx) and�1; �2; : : : ; �t � ��jx(�jx). These are identically distributed but not independent sample values, yetthey are still of use. One estimator uses the sample quantiles: rank the �i-values and denote themas �(1) � �(2) � � � � � �(t). Take �([t�=2]+1) as the estimate of A, and �([t�(1�=2)]+1) as the estimateof B. (Here, [y] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to y. If [t(=2)] or [t(1 � =2)] isitself an integer, then 1 is not added.) This interval is equivalent to that obtained by inverting theempirical CDF at =2 and at 1� =2. We will denote this interval estimator by (�(`); �(u)).Alternatively, we can make explicit use of the structure of (3) and use density estimation methods to�nd an approximation for ��jx(�jx) itself. From (5), one possible estimate, �̂�jx(�jx), comes fromaveraging the conditional density ��j�;x(�j�i;x) across iterations. This is called the ConditionalMarginal Density Estimator (CMDE), and Chen (1994) shows that it is the \best" posterior esti-mator in terms of variance. Another popular method for estimating densities is the kernel densityestimation technique. There, we take our estimator as:�̂KMDE�jx (�jx) = 1t ht tXi=1K ��� �iht � ;where ht is the chosen bandwidth and K(�) is the chosen kernel, a bounded density on <. Thesequence ht is chosen so that ht �! 0 but t ht �! 1 as t ! 1. It is not clear, however, howto choose the bandwidth for a dependent sample such as a Markov chain, since the correlationwithin the Markov chain increases the variance of the kernel density estimator. Since in additionstrong assumptions may be required to provide asymptotic convergence (Chen, 1994), we will notutilize this kernel technique. Gelfand and Smith (1990) also state that the CMDE is better thanthe KMDE based on a Rao-Blackwell Theorem based argument; a sketch of a proof is provided8



there. Given then an estimate �̂�jx(�jx) (we will use the CMDE), we �nd the value � such thatR ��1 �̂�jx(�jx) d� = =2, and the value � such that R1� �̂�jx(�jx) d� = =2, giving us the thirdinterval estimator (�; �).Lastly, we consider a na��ve method of combining the ai- and the bi-values, taking the simple averageto get �at = 1t tXi=1 ai and �bt = 1t tXi=1 bi: (10)Like �aw , �at can be quickly calculated successively at each iteration of the Gibbs sampler, allowingfor on-line monitoring of its progress and convergence. We also note that we really do not expect(�at;�bt) to work very well; if we can write ai = ��1�j�i;x(2), then:limt!1 �at = lim 1t tXi=1��1�j�i;x(2)6="lim 1t tXi=1��j�;x(�j�i;x)#�1(2) = [��jx(�jx)]�1(2) = A: (11)3 AsymptoticsWe will see that drawing de�nitive theoretical conclusions about three of the estimators can bedi�cult due to the method by which they are constructed. For (�at;�bt) and (�aw;�bw), if we assumethat ��j�;x(�j�i;x) is strictly increasing in �, then (6) can be written as ai = ��1�j�i;x(2 ). Theimplicit nature of this relationship between ai and �i makes it impossible to analytically �nd thedistributions of the ai-values. Consequently, we cannot write down the distributions of thoseestimators which depend on the ai-values. Similarly, (�; �) is an implicit function of the CMDE,and hence of all of the �i-values, resulting in the same di�culties. Some asymptotic results arenonetheless obtainable.Consider �rst the convergence of (�at;�bt) and (�aw;�bw). Eberly (1997) shows that through an appli-cation of the Continuous Mapping Theorem and the Ergodic Theorem, �at, �bt, �aw , and �bw do indeed9



each converge to some value, but from (11) we do not expect this limiting value to be correct for(�at;�bt). The convergence results for (�aw;�bw) are more interesting. Examining the Taylor seriesof ��j�;x(�awj�i;x) around the point ai and recalling the de�nition of Ri(�) from (7), we have thefollowing result.Proposition 1 Assume that ���1t Pti=1Ri(�aw)��� a:s:�! 0 as t!1, and that there exists a function g(�)satisfying �����jx(�jx)� �̂�jx(�jx)��� < g(�) and R g(�)d� <1. Then,�����jx(�awjx)���jx(Ajx)��� a:s:�! 0:The proof can be found in the Appendix. Thus under those conditions necessary for the remainderterm to disappear, we can see that the asymptotic coverage of (�1; �aw) is =2, as needed. It thenfollows that if ��1�j�i;x is continuous, �aw a:s:�! A as t ! 1. A similar proof can be constructed for�bw. This is an exciting result, telling us that cleverly combining calculations across iteractions isstill just as good (in one sense) as the standard techniques (as we will see next).The interval (�(`); �(u)) has been shown to be a consistent estimator as well. Let �p denote thepth quantile of ��jx(�jx), i.e., ��jx(�pjx) = p, for 0 � p � 1, so that in our case �=2 = A and�1�=2 = B.Theorem 1 (Babu and Singh, 1978, Theorem 5 and Corollary 4.2) Let f�t; t = 1; 2; 3; : : :gbe a stationary �-mixing chain with continuous distribution function F and denote �p = �([tp]+1)for 0 < p < 1. Suppose the following is satis�ed with g(jhj) = jhj�:limh!0+ F (�+ h)� F (�)g(jhj) = L > 0limh!0� F (�+ h)� F (�)g(jhj) = �L < 0:10



If �2 = V ar [1(�1 � �p)] + 2P1i=1Cov [1(�1 � �p); 1(�1+i � �p)] > 0 then:pt sign(�p � �p) j�p� �pj� D�! N  0; �2L2! :Thus, under those conditions satisfying the theorem, �(`) P�! A and �(u) P�! B. (A;B) will bemore e�ciently estimated when � is small. Lastly, as was true for (�aw;�bw), the case for the (�; �)comes indirectly by way of the coverage.Proposition 2 Assume that there exists a function g(�) satisfying �����jx(�jx)� �̂�jx(�jx)��� < g(�)and R g(�)d� <1. Then, �����jx(�jx)���jx(Ajx)��� a:s:�! 0:The proof is structured like that for Proposition 1 and can be found in Eberly (1997); a similarproof can be constructed for �. Thus when ��1�j�i;x is continuous, (�; �) is also consistent for (A;B).The issue of asymptotic distributions is quite complicated. Babu and Singh (1978) provide uswith a Central Limit Theorem (CLT) for (�(`); �(u)). Eberly (1997) derives CLTs for weightedaverages of functions of Markov chains, where the weights are one of two types: constants of theform cti = 1t + O(t��), or stochastic of the form c0ti = cti + Op(t��). The interval (�at;�bt) �ts thiscondition, but (�aw;�bw) unfortunately does not. We have not yet found nor proven a CLT for (�; �).4 Numerical ComparisonsWe return to the example introduced in Section 1, where Schukken, et al. (1991) investigated theincidence of clinical mastitis. From the model (2), interest in (3) necessitates �nding the posterior11



distribution, which in this case equals:��jx(�jx) = �Pxi+��1 exp [�n�]� ���+1��+�R10 �Pxi+��1 exp [�n�]� ���+1��+� d�:Here we cannot analytically �nd ��jx(�jx), since it is not possible to get a closed-form solutionfor the integral in the denominator. We can however easily �nd the densities needed to implementthe Gibbs sampler. The choice of conjugate prior distributions in the hierarchical model structureleads to simple calculation of the full conditional speci�cation:�j�;x � Gamma(Pxi + �; �n�+1 )�j�;x � Inverted Gamma(� + �; ���+1):We will suppress the dependence on �, �, and � in our notation since they are assumed known.Our algorithm proceeds as described in Section 2. We set  at 0.90, t is set at 8,000, and variousvalues for �, �, and � are chosen in order to examine the behavior of the intervals under di�eringprior structures. A burn-in period of length 2,000 is used. At each subsequent iteration, ai and bi arefound by solving (6) using a simple bisection alrogrithm. Each of the four estimators is calculatedat the end using all t iterations. Details on the procedure used here to assess convergence can befound in Eberly (1997).Ideally we would like to compare each of the four estimators to the true values A and B. However,this hierarchical model is complex enough that using numerical integration to �nd the true valuesleads to numerical instability in the form of underow. Instead, we will compare the �rst, third,and fourth estimators to the order statistics estimator, since its convergence properties are long-established and the most well-explored.Of great importance is the variability of these estimators, i.e., how sensitive are they to the partic-ular Markov chain generated by the Gibbs sampler? This variability is extremely di�cult to �nd12



theoretically, but it can be studied numerically. In order to examine sample standard errors, then,the Gibbs sampler is independently repeated 200 times. These results can be seen in Table 5. Allfour estimators are positioned roughly equivalently, but there is an indication of a small bias in(�at;�bt), (�aw;�bw), and surprisingly (�; �), relative to (�(`); �(u)). It is not clear yet whether this isindeed a bias in (�; �), or if for example it takes much longer to converge. As evidenced by the tinystandard errors, we can see that each estimator gives very consistent values across the 200 repli-cates. Thus none of them seem sensitive to the particular Markov chains generated. Interestingly,the precisions of (�at;�bt), (�aw;�bw), and (�; �) are much smaller than that of (�(`); �(u)); we appearto have a classic bias - variance trade-o�.Using the generated � -values, we can also calculate the approximate coverage of each of theseintervals by counting the number of values that fall within each. As above we take averages andstandard errors; these results are also shown in Table 5. Again we see the slight bias in (�at;�bt),(�aw;�bw), and (�; �). However, here the precisions are such that the coverages of (�at;�bt) and (�aw;�bw)are within just over one standard error of 0.90, whereas the coverage of (�; �) is twenty-sevenstandard errors away. Also, for the cases examined, there is surprisingly no apparent advantageto using the more complicated (�aw;�bw) over using (�at;�bt); they perform equivalently, and (�aw;�bw)logically takes longer to compute. It is not clear to us if this pattern will persist in general.5 Conclusions(�aw;�bw) o�ers many advantages over the others including simplicity and ease of calculation, aswell as an asymptotic justi�cation. With regard to straight computing time, it turns out that(�(`); �(u)) is very fast to compute (depending on how large t is) while (�at;�bt) and (�aw;�bw) will beslower because �nding ai and bi often requires a root-�nding algorithm. The interval (�; �) may13



be even slower because �nding the root of an integrated sum necessitates loops within the root-�nding algorithm, which can get computationally di�cult and time-consuming very fast. However,an argument based on precision is compelling in the opposite direction. For a �xed number ofiterations, interval (�(`); �(u)) has far worse precision than the other intervals.Timing comparisons are shown in Table 5, but these comparisons are really not a fair assessment.We are comparing the professionally-optimized ranking algorithm used to compute (�(`); �(u)) withthe non-professionally written algorithms for the other intervals. It is certainly conceivable thatthe gap in computing time would narrow with, for example, an optimized root-�nding algorithm,which is required for each of (�at;�bt), (�aw;�bw), and (�(`); �(u)).We have evaluted these estimators across di�erent sample sizes, sample means, and sample vari-ances, with similar results; these results are not shown here. The fact that (�at;�bt) and (�aw;�bw)outperform (�; �) needs further investigation, all the more so because (�; �) may currently be oneof the more often used interval estimators. However, the case for the per-iteration interval (�aw;�bw)seems clear.AppendixProof of Proposition 1: To prove almost sure convergence, consider the following for ! > 0:P � limt!1 �����jx(�awjx)���jx(Ajx)��� > !�= P hlimt!1 ���R �aw�1 ��jx(�jx) d�(�)� RA�1 ��jx(�jx) d�(�) by de�nition of a CDF� R �aw�1 �̂�jx(�jx) d�(�)��� > !i� P hlimt!1 ���R �aw�1 ��jx(�jx) d�(�)� R �aw�1 �̂�jx(�jx) d�(�)��� by the triangle inequality+ ���R �aw�1 �̂�jx(�jx) d�(�)� R A�1 ��jx(�jx) d�(�)��� > !i14
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Figure 1: Histogram: Cases of Clinical Mastitis
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Table 1: Average and average coverage of each estimator from 200 repli-cates, with standard errors, using the mastitis data(�at, �bt) (�aw, �bw) (�(`), �(u)) (�, �)se se se seavg.cov. (se) avg.cov. (se) avg.cov. (se) avg.cov. (se)Simulation I: � = 5, � = 2, and � = 1=10(8.9355,9.8353) (8.9355,9.8353) (8.9301,9.8303) (8.9352,9.9049)(0.0001,0.0001) (0.0001,0.0001) (0.0066,0.0070) (0.0001,0.0417)0.8997 (0.0002) 0.8997 (0.0002) 0.9000 (0.0000) 0.9190 (0.0007)Simulation II: � = 5, � = 1=2, and � = 1(8.9235,9.8221) (8.9234,9.8220) (8.9174,9.8188) (8.9226,9.8878)(0.0002,0.0002) (0.0002,0.0002) (0.0069,0.0066) (0.0002,0.0428)0.8989 (0.0002) 0.8989 (0.0002) 0.9000 (0.0000) 0.9178 (0.0007)Simulation III: � = 1, � = 2, and � = 1=10(8.9191,9.8188) (8.9191,9.8188) (8.9142,9.8150) (8.9189,9.8887)(0.0001,0.0001) (0.0001,0.0001) (0.0065,0.0065) (0.0001,0.0444)0.8996 (0.0003) 0.8996 (0.0003) 0.9000 (0.0000) 0.9189 (0.0007)Simulation IV: � = 1, � = 1=2, and � = 1(8.9198,9.8196) (8.9198,9.8196) (8.9152,9.8158) (8.9196,9.8880)(0.0001,0.0001) (0.0001,0.0001) (0.0068,0.0059) (0.0001,0.0437)0.8997 (0.0002) 0.8997 (0.0002) 0.9000 (0.0000) 0.9188 (0.0007)Table 2: Computation times for one run of length of 10,000, in hun-dreths of a secondParameter (�at;�bt) (�aw;�bw) (�(`); �(u)) (�; �)valuesI � = 5 � = 2 � = 1=10 32362 33494 654 10188II � = 5 � = 1=2 � = 1 32356 33493 648 10194III � = 1 � = 2 � = 1=10 32373 33521 648 10178IV � = 1 � = 1=2 � = 1 33081 33532 671 1020518


